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$ 2,006.54 (! 1,451.39) ( EXCL VAT

)

in White Strong & Flexible

Personalize

 Designer: Oskar_van_Deventer

 Visit shop

available since Nov 8, 2009
49450 views of this product
6 people added this to their favorites

Tags 
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You can create your own what does this mean

Choose a material  

Over The Top - 17x17x17

Description

Over The Top is a world-record 17x17x17 Rubik's Cube. It makes quite pretty patterns. It can take many, many hours
to solve. The puzzle will be first presented live to the world at  at the New York Puzzle Party Symposium, Saturday
Feb. 12th (by invitation only!). A YouTube video will be published after that event.

The complete Over The Top 17x17x17 puzzle requires
-1x Set 1
-26 x Set 2
(Actually, you need only 24x Set 2, but it is strongly advised to order some spare parts.)

Watch the YouTube video.
Take a look inside the puzzle.
Read at the Shapeways Forum.
Read more at the Twisty Puzzles Forum.

Please contact Oskar directly if you are interested in obtaining a fully colored and assembled sample of this puzzle.

This model is not customizable. However, since this puzzle
has so many parts, it has been split over multiple models.
Please use the instructions in the description to order
those multiple models. The purpose of this co-creator model
is just to provide a price indication. The puzzle is much
cheaper outside Europe, where no 19% tax needs to be paid.

White Strong & Flexible
$ 2,006.54 | (! 1,451.39)

Black Strong & Flexible
$ 1,788.05 | (! 1,293.35)

Winter Red Strong and
Flexible

Grey Robust
$ 1,784.08 | (! 1,290.47)

Like

Size 

Inch | Centimeter
Height 0.3   cm

Width 0.3   cm

Depth 0.3   cm
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